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Tossups
1.	Speaking of its subjects, a farmer gloats, “We used to own our slaves. Now we just rent them.” It takes the viewer from Florida to New York, exposing the insufficient educational and hygienic environment faced by its subjects. For 10 points--identify this 1960 CBS documentary narrated by Edward R. Murrow that explored the lives of migrant farm workers.
Answer:	Harvest of Shame

2.	It is supposed to be arranged as a series of ever-higher bars, with a horizontal line moving upwards across all bars representing overall growth. When one component of it is sufficiently satisfied or has not yet emerged, that component is said to be “functionally absent.” Four of its components are cast as deficiencies to be filled, and only the fifth is something to be achieved beyond the norm. For 10 points--identify this ordering which contains five categories—physiology, safety, love, esteem, and self-actualization.
Answer:	Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs [or Maslow’s Holistic Dynamic Needs Hierarchy, or other equivalents]

3. 	The place mentioned in the title is Libya Hill. The protagonist goes there to the funeral of his Aunt Maw, and on the way meets the evil Judge Bland, who is blind but can see through the greed and hollowness of the respectable citizens caught up in the town's land rush. The truth of the title is brought home to George Webber by the town's reaction to his first novel, which corresponds to the author's own "Look Homeward, Angel." For10 points, name this 1940 novel by Thomas Wolfe.

Answer:	You Can't Go Home Again

4. 	Often landing in hot water for decorating his texts during his yeshiva years, he went on to attend Performing Arts High School, where he landed a role as Touchstone from As You Like It in the movie Fame.  His true calling had already asserted itself as he had been running his own clothing
line at age 15.  He went solo after quitting Calvin Klein and was named 1989’s best women’s designer by the Council of Fashion Designers a year after he won rookie-of-the-year.  FTP, name this subject of the 1995 fashion documentary, Unzipped.
Answer: 	Isaac Mizrahi


5. 	Each orbital level in it can be treated as one large orbital for the whole network rather  than a series of orbitals for each atom. Because electrons can move freely within the shared orbitals, they become “delocalized,” forming an “array of positive ions in a sea of electrons.” For 10 points--identify this kind of bond in which atoms share valence electrons to form crystalline structures.
Answer:	metallic bonding [or word forms]

6. It begins with a conversation between Poseidon and Athena and ends with Agamemnon ordering the death of the Thracian king Polymestor. In between, Polyxena is sacrificed on the tomb of Achilles, Astayanax is thrown from the walls of Troy, and Helen barely escapes death at the hands of Menelaus. For 10 points--name this 415 BCE play by Euripides which condemns the effect of war on wives and daughters.
Answer:	The Trojan Women [or Troades]

7.  	He wrote a personally inspired novel about Bita’s return from Europe, Banana Bottom. His other adopted home appeared in titles to the poetry collection Harlem Shadows, the nonfiction work Harlem: Negro Metropolis, and the novel Home to Harlem. For 10 points--name this author who wrote of his native land in the novel My Green Hills of Jamaica and the poetry collection Songs of Jamaica.
Answer:	Claude McKay

8. 	She was given the task of flooding coastal lands in order to expand the kingdom of the sea, but after she stole cattle from Heracles, Zeus confined this daughter of Poseidon and Gaia to the Strait of Messina, where, three times a day, she inhaled, then expelled large volumes of water. For 10 points--name this whirlpool and counterpart of Scylla.
Answer:	Charybdis


9.  	The first passage emphasizes low brass parts, representing the dangerous companion of the title character; the composer often reflected on the power of the long pause and two following notes which end the introduction. A violin solo then serves as the theme for the title storyteller. For 10 points--identify this 1888 suite by Nikolay Rimsky-Korsakov, named for the narrator of the stories in the Arabian Nights.
Answer:	Scheherazade

10. 	Symptoms closely resembling it are seen in Hartnup disease. A breakthrough in treatment occurred in 1937 when the disorder known as black tongue in dogs could be cured through the conversion of tryptophan into a certain vitamin. Previously Joseph Goldberger had suspected a dietary connection in his 1915 study of Mississippi prisoners. FTP identify this disease characterized by the 3 D?s: dermatitis, diarrhea, and dementia, caused by a deficiency of niacin.
Answer: 	Pellagra

11. Concocted at the Indian Queen tavern, it allowed for Congressional regulation “in all cases to which…the harmony of the United States might be interrupted.” Other provisions included federal veto power over laws passed by state legislatures and a Senate elected by the House. For 10 points--identify this plan presented to the Constitutional Convention by Edmond Randolph, the governor of its namesake state.
Answer:	The Virginia Plan

12. Entering it from the west, one sees the spires of the Cabo Pilar rocks on the Isla Desolacion. Its first section is the Paso del Mar, which runs around the Brunswick Peninsula until the narrowing point of Primera Angostura. It passes the city of Puerto Porvenir and the islands of Magdalena and Santa Maria before emerging into the Atlantic at Punta Dungeness. For 10 points--identify this strait to the south of Puento Arenas and the north of Tierra del Fuego.
Answer:	Strait of Magellan

13. Yusef is a Syrian merchant who illegally ships industrial diamonds to the Nazis. Louise Rolt is having an affair with one of Yusefs diamond smugglers. Wilson is an intelligence officer who suspects the Major of smuggling diamonds but cannot prove his culpability. Nevertheless, Scobie feels guilty for his sins and commits suicide, in FTP, this novel by Graham Greene.
Answer: 	The Heart of the Matter

14. “The world-wide ideological struggle that called for daring, courage, imagination and idealism…” is “replaced by economic calculation, technological problems, environmental concerns and the satisfaction of consumer demands,” asserts this article, which ultimately concludes that centuries-old perspectives on global politics are not useful in the post-Cold War world. After its 1989 publication in The National Interest, it set the terms for much recent work in international relations. For 10 points--name this article by Francis Fukuyama.
Answer:	“The End of History?”

15. Three men look on from the right, and one emerges from the shadows at the left rear. A compassionate, bearded man in a red cloak stoops over in the foreground. Bald and in rags, a younger figure is on his knees, head on the stooping man’s chest. For 10 points--name this 1660s Rembrandt painting depicting a story from the Book of Luke.
Answer:	Return of the Prodigal Son

16. 	On December 29, 2000, his brother was removed as his country’s ambassador to Russia. His party had received less than fourteen percent of the vote in December parliamentary elections, while he himself lost the presidency in October. Arlen Specter and George Voinovich are now calling for his trial on war crimes charges. For 10 points--name this leader of the Socialist Party and former president of Yugoslavia.
Answer:	Slobodan Milosevic

17. 	Lodestone contains oxygen ions and iron ions in two states 2+ and 3+.  In the crystal structure the iron(III) ions have there magnetic moments in opposite directions, however the iron(II) ions have there moments positively aligned creating an external magnetism.  FTP, this describes what type of magnetic material, that consists of partially canceling magnetic moments.
Answer:	Ferrimagnetism (do not accept or prompt on ferromagnetism)	

18. 	Alcina the enchantress rules the island of oblivion. Astolfo takes his winged horse to Ethiopia and travels to the moon with Saint John as guide. There he finds the wits, lost by the title character after Medoro eloped with Angelica, and brings them back in an urn. In the end, Ruggiero is converted to Christianity and the siege of Paris is broken in, FTP, this romantic epic by Ariosto.
Answer:	Orlando Furioso

19. 	Existing from 1976 to 1979, it was ended by French paratroopers working with the deposed former president after its leader was implicated in the murder and subsequent consumption of schoolchildren. Its only ruler was the cousin and usurper of David Dacko, the self-proclaimed “apostle” Bokassa I. For 10 points--identify this political entity which is now the Central African Republic.
Answer:	Central African Empire

20. 	He annoys his girlfriend by talking about his hero all day and plans to name his daughter Bonnie after his idol’s uncle Ronnie. He and his six-year-old brother Matthew are denied an autograph after waiting for four hours, beginning a spiral involving cold tea and clouded windows which culminates in him driving his car off a bridge with his girlfriend in the trunk. For 10 points--name this fan described in a song by Eminem.
Answer:	Stan

21. He told Southern Partisan magazine that “you’ve got a heritage of defending Southern patriots,” sponsored an anti-abortion Constitutional amendment, and did George W Bush one better by not only speaking at Bob Jones University, but giving a commencement address there while accepting an honorary degree. For all of those reasons and more, Democrats have pledged to fight his cabinet nomination. For 10 points--identify this former Missouri governor and nominee for U.S. Attorney General.
Answer:	John Ashcroft

22.	His fashionable offers include “Fayre lined slippers for the cold” and “A belt of straw.” He romances with “…beds of Roses,/And a thousand fragrant posies,” and opens his missive by promising exploration of “Vallies, groves, hills and fieldes” if his addressee will come to live with him. For 10 points--name this character who writes “to his love” in a poem by Christopher Marlowe.
Answer:	“The Passionate Shepherd to His Love”

23. 	He plans to meet Vladimir Putin at Irkutsk in February 2001 in order to sign a treaty ending World War II. Attempting to consolidate his government, in December 2000 he appointed one of his predecessors to be secretary of administrative reform and re-appointed his possible successor as Finance Minister. However, he still may be removed before July 2001 elections by his Liberal Democratic Party. For 10 points--name this Prime Minister of Japan.
Answer:	Yoshiro Mori [or Mori Yoshiro]

24. The march which preceded it included the wives and children of the marching workers chanting “god save the czar,” and was led, crucifix in arms, by Father Papon. The absent Nicholas II’s police chief became incensed when the marchers refused to turn back; by the end, nearly five thousand had been shot. For 10 points--give the common name applied to this 1905 St. Petersburg incident as well as a later massacre in Ireland.
Answer:	Bloody Sunday [accept Day of Terror before “Ireland”]

25. Cyclopentane and cyclobutane fall into this category because they are non-benzene cyclic structures. Butyne, ethene, and propane are this kind of compound because they are straight chain hydrocarbons with single to triple bonds. For 10 points--name this group of organic substances which complements the aromatic compounds.
Answer:	aliphatic compounds

26. His explorations led him to Labrador, where he observed and painted icebergs and the Northern Lights, and a fascination with natural phenomena and the writings of Alexander Humboldt led him in 1853 to join the latter in Ecuador, where he painted a series of spectacular local landscapes, including The Andes of Peru and the later Cotopaxi. For 10 points—name his pupil of Thomas Cole and painter of the Hudson River School who paints just as strikingly close to home, as in his 1857 Niagara Falls.
Answer: 	Frederic E. Church	

Bonuses

1.	Name these visually misleading astronomical effects for 10 points each.
10:	This is the apparent shift caused by changes in the relative position of the earth as it orbits the sun, most pronounced at a given time and six months later. It can be used to find the distance to the closest stars.
Answer:	parallax
10:	This shift is caused by the fact that the moving earth receives light from moving stars. It is the reason why a telescope must be tilted along a path different from the direct path from the earth to a star in order to see the star.
Answer:	aberration
10:	This effect, in which a massive object bends light passing around it, causes a double image of some objects to appear. When the directional alignment and masses are arranged in a certain way, an Einstein ring can be formed.
Answer:	gravitational lensing

2.	Name these parties involved in November 2000 Canadian elections for 10 points each.
10:	This party, led by Stockwell Day, won 66 seats to remain the second-largest party, after the Liberals, in the Canadian parliament.
Answer:	Canadian Alliance
10:	This separatist group picked up one seat after Marcel Gagnon defeated Julie Broulet in Champlain.
Answer:	Bloc Québécois
10:	Still holding on is this party, the fewest of all represented parties in the new government with 12 seats, which held the majority as recently as 1993.
Answer:	Progressive Conservative Party	

3. Identify the following about the end of the Austro-Hungarian Empire FTSNOP.
10:	 Taking the crown in 1916, he abdicated in November 1918 becoming the final
emperor of the line.
Answer:         Charles I
5:	 Charles succeeded this monarch who has ruled since the mid 19th century.
Answer:         Franz Joseph
15:	 Two days after becoming Austrian foreign minister, he notified Wilson that
Austria would recognize rights of the subject nationalities thus beginning the
empire?s relenquishment of much of its territory.
Answer:         Count Julius Andrassy

4.	Identify these classes of plants that are adapted to unfavorable conditions for 15 points apiece.
15:	Plants of this kind take advantage of the easier employment of ATP afforded by high temperatures to put carbon dioxide closer to the site of rubisco fixation, increasing the efficiency of the Calvin cycle.
Answer:	C4
15:	In deserts, plants of this type store carbon dioxide in malic acid in the vacuole during humid nights, then remove it and engage in rubisco fixation during the day while the stomata are closed to guard against water loss.
Answer:	Crassulacean Acid Metabolism

5.  Give these terms related to unemployment for the stated points.
20:	Economists recognize three major types of unemployment. One arises when workers are in the process of finding new jobs, mismatching of worker skills and employer demand causes a second, and the third is caused by natural fluctuations in the size of the economy. For 10 points for one, 15 for two, and 20 for all three, identify, in any order, the names that are given to the types of unemployment.
Answer:	frictional, 	structural, 	cyclical
10:	For a final 10 points, identify the still-disputed law which states that for every one percent at which unemployment is above the natural rate, gross domestic product falls by two percent.
Answer:	Arthur Okun’s law

6.	For 15 points each, name these entities integral to the ratification of the Nineteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution.

(15)	Using the “society plan” which called for the use of influential figures as speakers for the women’s vote, this umbrella organization created in 1890 was the leading force for ratification, and became the League of Women Voters after achieving its goal.
Answer:	National American Woman Suffrage Association

(15)	Susan B. Anthony’s successor as the president of NAWSA, she was serving her second term as president when the Nineteenth Amendment was ratified, and she later directed the organization of the League of Women Voters.
Answer:	Carrie Lane Chapman Catt
	

7.	Answer the following about a literary work for 10 points each.
10:	A great inspiration to American transcendentalism, this work published in various forms during the 1830s uses several narrators as it follows an editor attempting to understand a work on the philosophy of clothing.
Answer:	Sartor Resartus, the Life and Opinions of Herr Teufelsdröckh* [do not accept translations of the title—the book is in English]
10:	Identify the author of Sartor Resartus.
Answer:	Thomas Carlyle
10:	Diogenes Teufelsdröckh, the fictional author of Clothes: Their Origin and Influence in Sartor Resartus, has disappeared, leaving behind only paper bags full of notes. Identify the familiar group of symbols that lends a member to the seal of each bag.
Answer:	the signs of the zodiac [or equivalents]

8. FTPE identify these Sigmund Freud works
10:	 In this work Freud analyzed slips of the tongue or forgetfulness as
indicative of subconscious motives and desires.
Answer: The Psychopathology of Everyday Life
10:	 In this collection, Freud proposed the Oedipal complex, the idea of
sublimation, as well as stages of childhood sexual development.
Answer: Three Essays on the Theory of Sexuality
10:	 This book was a discussion of James Frazer?s work on Aboriginal Australians
with analysis concerning the latent Oedipal complex.
Answer: Totem and Taboo

9.	Name these Sinclair Lewis characters for 10 points each.
10:	He relies on fraud, plagiarism, and self-aggrandizement to become the evangelizing leader of a Methodist congregation.
Answer:	Elmer Gantry [either name or the full name is acceptable]
10:	This fascist Senator and author of Zero Hour wins the 1936 Presidential election.
Answer:	Buzz Windrip [either name or the full name is acceptable]
10:	Marrying the doctor Will, she moves from St. Paul and fails in her attempt to save Gopher Prairie from the drudgery of a small-town “junk heap.”
Answer:	Carol Kennicott [prompt on Kennicott]

10. 	Answer the following about church councils FTPE:
10: 	Convocated by Pope Alexander III, it studied the 1177 Peace of Vienna.  It also established a two-thirds majority in the College of Cardinals for papal elections and condemned the Albigensians
Answer:	Third Lateran Council

10: 	It incorporated the nonscriptural word hornoousios, meaning of one substance into a creed.  It also solved the problem of the Arian heresy.
Answer:	Council of Nicea

10: 	This 1215 council sanctioned the word transubstantiation, ordered Saracens to wear distinctive dress and declared a truce in preparation for a crusade.
Answer:	Fourth Lateran Council

11.	Given some instructions on maneuvering the first level, name the video game for 10 points.
10:	Crouch down to whip the panthers before they hit you, and make sure not to fall into the moat. Don’t get backed into a corner when the giant bat shows up.
Answer:	Castlevania
10:	Go up the stairs to the left of the opening location to get the shotgun, use the red switch to open the wall to the courtyard, pick up the mega-armor, and watch out for attacks from above as you search for the elusive passageway to the upper ledge.
Answer:	Doom: Episode One—Knee-Deep in the Dead
10:	Kill the Chibibo and get the first mushroom. Make sure to enter the two bonus rooms, one with eighteen coins and one with twenty-one. At the end of the level, jump onto the moving platform to reach the high exit and play a bonus game.
Answer:	Super Mario Land


12. Identify the following American poets from collections of their work on a 10-5
basis:
10: 	Thurso’s Landing and other Poems; Cawdor
5: 	Tamar and Other Poems; The Women at Point Sur
Robinson Jeffers
10: 	TV Baby Poems; The Fall of America: Poems of these States
5:	The Gates of Wrath; Kaddish
Allen Ginsberg
10: 	Captain Craig; The Man Who Died Twice
5: 	Tristram; The Man Against the Sky
Edwin Arlington Robinson

13.	Name these people who were involved in the French portion of the Revolution of 1848 for 10 points apiece.
10:	This former Jacobin became king of France after Charles X’s abdication during the 1830 July Revolution, but was himself persuaded to abdicate during the 1848 uprisings.
Answer:	Louis-Philippe, duc d’Orléans
10:	This socialist theorist, the author of History of the French Revolution, joined the new government and directed the establishment of a national workshop system.
Answer:	Jean-Joseph-Charles-Louis Blanc
10:	He was given dictatorial powers on June 24 in order to stop the June Days workers revolt and maintained control until he lost the December presidential election to Louis-Napoleon.
Answer:	Louis-Eugene Cavaignac

14.	Name these kinds of matter which one might find in soil for 10 points apiece.
10:	It is defined as the part of soil composed of slowly decaying organic matter; a strong presence of it in soil is necessary for optimal plant growth.
Answer:	humus
10:	Cleaning and pest control are among the uses of this gray powder, composed of the silicon dioxide-rich skeletons of a certain type of algae.
Answer:	diatomaceous earth
10:	Produced by carbonization of decayed vegetable matter in acidic water, it is the first step in the production of coal.
Answer:	peat


15.	Name these periods related to the fall of a Chinese dynasty for 10 points each.

10:	In about 771 BCE, at the death of King Yu, the Western incarnation of this dynasty fell, although the less organized Eastern court continued to rule under King Bing.
Answer:	Zhou Dynasty [accept variant pronunciations]
10:	Extending from shortly before King Bing’s death in 720 BCE to 481 BCE, it coincides with the period during which the state of Lu was documented in one of the Five Classics of Confucianism.
Answer:	Spring and Autumn Period [or equivalents; or Ch’un Ch’iu; or Chūnqiū; accept variant pronunciations]
10:	The second of the subdivisions, sometimes considered as existing outside of the dynasties, it lasted until the rise of the Qin in 221 BCE.
Answer:	Warring States Period [or equivalents; or the Age of the Seven States; or equivalents; or Zhànguó; accept variant pronunciations]

16. Name the flower, given its treatment by a nineteenth-century American poet on a 15-5 basis:
15:	The author breaks a sprig holding “a pointed blossom rising delicate, with the perfume strong I love” from a bush of these flowers near an old farm-house.
5:	Walt Whitman
Answer:	“When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloom’d”
15:	The author supposes that the same power which brought him to the woods in May brought this flower, “Spreading its leafless blooms in a damp nook,/To please the desert and the sluggish brook.”
5:	Ralph Waldo Emerson
Answer:	“The Rhodora” 

17.	Given an opera about a musician, name the composer for 10 points.
10:	La canterina, or The Poor Singer, produced in 1767
Answer:	Franz Joseph Haydn
10:	Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg, or The Master-Singers of Nuremberg, produced in 1868
Answer:	Wilhelm Richard Wagner
10:	Orphée aux enfers, or Orpheus in the Underworld, produced in 1858
Answer:	Jacques Levy Offenbach

18.	Answer the following questions about Peruvian politics for the stated number of points.  
(10) Faced with a corruption scandal, he resigned as Peru’s president and has since retreated to his ancestral homeland, Japan.
Answer: Alberto Fujimori

(10)	The scandal that brought down Fujimori stemmed from a videotape of this former spy chief bribing a congressman.  The Ministry of Interior has set up a web site to aid the capture of the fugitive.
Answer: Vladimiro Lenin Montesinos Torres

10 Peru’s current prime minister is this man, a former secretary general of the United Nations.
Answer: Javiar Pérez de Cuellar


19.	Name these Indian Ocean archipelago states for 10 points each.
10:	This country is made up of nineteen atolls and two thousand coral islands. Found to the southwest of Sri Lanka, it has been independent since 1965.
Answer:	Republic of the Maldives [or Divehi Raajjeyge Jumhooriyaa]
10:	Composed of Njazidja, Nzwani, and Mwali islands, this country can be found just off the African coast, near the French dependency of Mayotte.
Answer:	Federal Islamic Republic of the Comoros [or umhuriyat al-Qumur al-Itthadiyah al-Islamiyah; or République Fédérale Islamique des Comoros]
10:	Comprised of thirty-two inhabited islands called the Mahé group and eighty-three sparsely populated additional islands, it is found further out from the coast than Comoros.
Answer:	Republic of Seychelles


20. Identify the following regarding orbital mechanics, FTSNOP:
5: 	The measure of an orbit?s deviation from circularity is called what?
Answer: 	eccentricity
10: 	A parabolic orbit has the lowest possible energy for an open orbit. What is
the eccentricity of this orbit?
Answer:	one or unity
15: The lowest energy ?kick? to transfer between elliptical orbits at the
common point on their major axes is called what?
Answer: 	Hohmann transfer

21.	Name the literary character, 30-20-10.
30:	He lost his wife and seven sons to religiously motivated murders, but adopted the girl Recha soon afterwards.
20:	In the third act of the play in which he is the title character, he tells Saladin a story borrowed from the Decameron, the Parable of the Three Rings, but alters it by noting that all the rings are fake.
10:	In a 1779 play by Gotthold Lessing, he is a Jewish merchant who finds himself harassed by the Christian Patriarch of Jerusalem.
Answer:	Nathan the Wise


22. Identify the home countries of these Olympic medallists for 10 points each.
10:	1988 bronze medallist in the marathon Ahmed Saleh
Answer:	Republic of Djibouti [or Jumhouriyya Djibouti]
10:	1998 half-pipe snowboard gold medallist Gian Simmen
Answer:	Switzerland [or Swiss Confederation; or Schweiz; or Suisse; or Svizra]
10:	In the 2000 steeplechase, gold medallist Reuben Kosgei hailed from this country
Answer:	Republic of Kenya [or Jamhuri ya Kenya]
	

23. 	Given the names of one or more African-American students who were prevented by a state governor from entering an institution of education, name the institution for 10 points.
10:	Ernest Green, Elizabeth Eckford, Jefferson Thomas, Terrence Roberts, Carlotta Walls Lanier, Minnijean Brown Trickey, Gloria Ray Karlmark, Thelma Mothershed-Wair and Melba Pattillo Beals
Answer:	Central High School [of Little Rock, Arkansas]
10:	James Meredith
Answer:	University of Mississippi [main campus at Oxford/University; accept Ole Miss, etc]
10:	Vivian Malone and James Hood
Answer:	University of Alabama [main campus at Tuscaloosa]
	

24. Name these Greek philosophical gentlemen, for the stated number of points:
[5]	The Cypriot who moved to Athens in the late fourth century and established the Stoic school.
answer:	_Zeno_ of Citium
[10]	The Sicilian sophist who revolutionized Greek oratory in the 420s, gave his name to a dialog of Plato and argued that nothing exists, or that at any rate nothing can be understood or talked about.

answer:	_Gorgias_
[15]	The Epicurean active in late Republican Rome, whom Cicero praised and Calpurnius Piso patronized, and whose prose works were lost until a library of them on papyrus was unearthed at Herculaneum.
answer:	_Philodemus_



